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Germans was also countered. Among
the countless campaigns organised by
the Polish underground, the attempt to
liberate the capital from the German occupation in the face of the approaching Red
Army deserves particular attention. The Warsaw Rising broke out on 1 August 1944. It was
the greatest city uprising in occupied Europe in
terms of scale and length. Two months of fighting
ended in a defeat and brutal pacification of the civilian population estimated at 120,000–150,000.
The German forces almost completely destroyed
the city and thousands of surviving Warsaw residents were sent to concentration camps.

The Second World War and the German
occupation had a great impact on the
everyday life of European citizens. Conditions and legislation in individual countries
differed depending on whether they were occupied by or collaborated with the Third Reich.
Additionally, occupied countries were not treated equally. In Western Europe, the occupation
had a different nature than in East-Central Europe.
For example, the Germans did not employ terror or
various types of repression there on such a scale as,
say, in the General Government (GG) or the Baltic
states, Ukraine or the Balkans. In Western Europe,
they also attempted to at least maintain the sham
of decent treatment of civilians. Some administrative authority was left to local officials with control
only over their actions. In principle, higher education functioned normally there. The press was also
published, albeit with German censorship.

An extensive movement resisting the Germans was
also formed in occupied territories of the Soviet
Union, mainly in present-day Belarus, Ukraine
and Russia. Numerous groups of partisans were
formed and operated behind the enemy lines.
Soviet fighters were supported by the Red Army,
among others, through mass airdrops of supplies
and specialists. This was based on cooperation
with the local civilian population which for this
reason frequently fell victim to various German
reprisals and pacifications. In revenge, the Germans
committed numerous crimes against civilians,
burned entire villages, shot their residents and sent
them to concentration camps. In the Baltic states
(i.e. Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia), underground
organisations mainly fought against the Soviets,
then against Germans.

Various resistance movements appeared throughout Europe in response to the German wartime
policy. Members of such armed and irregular formations fighting the Germans also engaged in
sabotage and diversionary tactics. A particularly
strong underground movement expanded in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. The largest and best
organised was the Polish armed underground assembled already in September 1939. It is estimated
that the Home Army had up to 380,000 members.
The main goals of the Polish Underground State
were: survival until the end of the occupation, fight
for regaining independence and preparations for
a post-war reconstruction. Collaboration with the
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Resistance movements also appeared in West
European countries. In Denmark, this mainly assumed the form of passive opposition against the
occupier. In Norway, members of the underground
Milorg organisation sabotaged, for instance, production plants supporting the German armaments
industry. They provided the Allies with valuable information on Scandinavia’s strategic potential. In
France, members of the underground collectively
referred to as La Résistance not only engaged in
diversionary actions against the German-Italian
occupier but also fought against any collaboration
with the Germans as exemplified by the puppet Vichy regime. One of the largest campaigns of the
French underground was the Paris Uprising, which,
with the help from Allied armies, led to liberation
of the country’s capital in August. In Belgium and
the Netherlands, the resistance movement consisted of small, but highly efficient groups. They
mainly engaged in sabotage and diversion in the
rear of the German army. The public also manifested opposition against the occupier, for example, in
the form of public protests.
The Balkans also deserve attention. The Yugoslav
resistance movement there was primarily based
on communist fighters and directed against the
Germans. Croatian Ustashe forces collaborating
with the Germans were a threat to the Yugoslav
underground fighters. In Greece, public resistance
to the Germans was mainly headed by the ELAS
front.
Armed uprisings against the Germans took
place in several countries toward the end of the
war. The largest were the already noted Warsaw
and Paris uprisings as well as the Slovak one.
Their consequences were tragic for the civilian
population, because thousands died during their
quelling and in reprisal campaigns.
The Germans conducted spectacular reprisals on
the civilian population in occupied Europe for
various types of acts, mainly disobedience and
opposition. For example, in reaction to the killing
of Reinhard Heydrich (Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia) by Czech commandos, the Germans
destroyed Lidice, a small village near Prague
where they murdered all the men. Approximately
200 women were deported to the Ravensbrück
concentration camp in Germany, several small
children were given to German families for
Germanisation and more than 80 others were
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deported to Łódź from where they most likely were
sent to the Kulmhof death camp in Chełmno on the
Ner. In order to deter others from similar sabotage,
houses were burnt down, destroyed or razed to
the ground. The Germans conducted another
reprisal action in Italy in a roundup of civilians by
Italian soldiers and German troops that took place
in Rome on 24 March 1944. It was in retaliation
for the Via Rasella partisan attack staged by the
Italian Communist Party’s organisation Gruppo
d’Azione Patriottica which bombed a column of
the Polizeiregiment Bozen one day earlier. A total
of 33 soldiers and some Italian passers-by were
killed in the event. The following day, 335 civilians
and random prisoners, including 75 Jews, were
assembled and executed shortly thereafter at the
Ardeatine Caves in the suburbs of Rome.
Although the policy of repressing civilians prevailed throughout occupied Europe, its form and
scale differed significantly depending on the
country. It was mildest in Western Europe, where
the Nazis did not want to antagonise local inhabitants in the hope of securing future cooperation
from some of them. Countries such as the Netherlands or Denmark were considered to be ‘Germanic’ and destined for a future incorporation into
the Reich. Others such as France or Belgium had to
remain dependent on Germany. The German occupation regime in the already mentioned Denmark
was relatively mild, as the Danes were classified as
‘Aryans’. The government was given autonomy in
internal affairs, including control over the legal system and police. A ‘cooperation policy’ was maintained until 1943. King Christian X and members
of the Danish Parliament retained their positions,
but censorship was introduced, members of the
Communist Party were arrested and the shipping
fleet was used for German military purposes. It was
only in the summer of 1943, when the resistance
movement launched a general strike in Denmark
against the prevailing policy, that SS-Obergruppenführer Werner Best, the Reich’s representative
in Denmark, imposed martial law and punishment
of saboteurs. After the refusal and resignation of
the government, the Germans assumed power in
the country. However, this did not drastically worsen people’s everyday life. One exception was the
small Jewish community in Denmark that was slated for deportation.
Despite these differences, natives of all occupied
countries of Europe faced hunger, cold and
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poverty. This particularly applied to people living
in cities, where electrical power was frequently
shut off and where windows had to be covered
at night to hinder bombing raids. Access to coal
was also limited, making home heating difficult.
It was also more difficult to get food in cities,
which was highly rationed. Those with financial
means could afford to purchase even luxury goods
on the black market. Nevertheless, others were
forced to be frugal with food by substituting, for
example, sugar with saccharin or real with ersatz
coffee. People were frequently sourcing food in
the countryside. Ingenuity, particularly on the
part of women, saved many families from hunger.
Women frequently had to perform many tasks, not
only in the household. They also had to financially
support their families when their husbands,
fathers or brothers fought on the front or were
arrested or forced into hiding. Women were also
force to change their clothes only seasonally so
as not to deplete fragile household budgets. Even
parachute fabric was used for this purpose. Help
came from articles in the daily press, even in the
form of guidebooks, on how to cope in the kitchen
or with sewing. Accessible products were listed
with recipes on how to prepare inexpensive yet
calorie-rich meals. Maximum reserves were also
encouraged to survive difficult periods such as
autumn, winter or early spring.
Despite visible difficulties in contrast to pre-war
life, cinemas, theatres and operas remained open
in many European capitals and large cities. In
occupied East-Central Europe, they were subjected
to censorship and served German propaganda
purposes. Cafés and other recreational facilities
continue to operate. There, people sought refuge
from the mundane everyday life of the German
occupation, as well as consolation and oblivion
in the face of tragic events, widespread death
and deteriorating living conditions. People also
desired to enjoy life as much as possible fearing
that another day may not come.
As already mentioned, life in occupied Polish
territories was much different than that in Western
European countries. Therefore, a closer look is
warranted at the everyday life conditions in the
General Government and in what is known as
territories incorporated into the Third Reich, where
the Germans built death camps and to which Jews
from other European countries were transported.
After the failed Polish defence campaign in 1939, the
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Germans removed Polish state sovereignty. They
also introduced a new administrative division of
the seized Polish territory. The German occupation
plans assumed differentiated treatment of the
General Government and areas incorporated into
the Reich. Some territories, known as the Eastern
Borderlands, came under Soviet occupation. The
GG was to become a German colony and a reservoir
of cheap labour with Poles serving as slaves for the
‘Great German Empire’.
The Germans proceeded to execute their plans
with the creation of civil administration in the GG.
In order to maintain a pretence of legality, they did
this through legislation. At the same time, they
forced obedience of the newly installed German
authority through terror and fear. Their first decree
concerned forced labour by the Polish population.
On 26 October 1939, they made it mandatory for
all Poles aged 18–60 and on 12 December they
lowered the minimum age to 14. This applied to
farm labour and work for the military as well as river
engineering and road construction. Poles were also
placed in forced labour camps to which they were
sent either by German work offices (Arbeitsamt)
or through accidental detention in roundups.
Polish residents of the GG were also sent to forced
labour in Germany. Historians estimate the total
number of such workers in the Third Reich by the
end of the war to range from 1.6 to 3.5 million
people, most likely oscillating at 2.8 million. Any
refusal of an Arbeitsamt summons to appear at a
collection point met with harsh punishment: from
confiscation of property, deportation of closest
family members to a labour or concentration camp
or the death penalty.
At the same time, the occupation authorities
confiscated, for instance, the most vital industrial
plants in the GG. By mid-1940, a significant part of
its industrial infrastructure was plundered, factories
disassembled and their facilities transported to
the Reich. Compulsory quotas were imposed
upon rural dwellers and a failure to comply was
punishable by, for instance, incarceration in a
special ‘contingent camp’ and as of 1942 by the
death penalty.
Access to education and culture was also limited.
Only elementary and vocational schools could
function in the GG. Universities and other higher
learning institutions were closed. Middle schools
issuing a diploma upon graduation were also shut
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down. The German occupiers closed museums,
theatres and most libraries. The teaching of Polish
geography, literature and history was prohibited,
as was gymnastics, and the curriculum for other
subjects was limited to the bare minimum. Radio
equipment (receivers and antennas) had to be
handed over. The Germans confiscated, exported
or destroyed cultural property following their
plan. They also suspended film production and
liquidated the Polish press allowing only several
strictly controlled titles. The Polish currency was
replaced with banknotes printed under German
supervision. Some personnel remained in lower
ranking positions in, for example, local rural and
municipal districts and to a limited degree in the
judiciary and fiscal apparatus.
Already in the first weeks of the war, the occupiers
launched their scheme for the annihilation of
the Polish intelligentsia and leaders. Murdering
them and depriving Polish society of intellectual
and spiritual elites were to naturally lead to the
extinction of the Polish nation. On 6 November
1939, at a meeting of academic circles ordered by
the Germans, 184 university professors, mainly from
Krakow and local secondary schools, were arrested.
They were sent to KL Sachsenhausen. In the autumn
of 1939, the Germans launched their ‘intelligentsia
operation’ (Intelligenzaktion) directed against
Polish elites in Polish territories incorporated into
the Reich. During its course, approximately 50,000
teachers, priests, landowners, professionals, social
and political activists and retired military men were
arrested and shot by April 1940 (among others, in
Piaśnica, Palmiry and Bydgoszcz). Additionally, the
same number were sent to concentration camps
where most inmates perished. From May to July in
the following year, the Extraordinary Operation of
Pacification (Außerordentliche Befriedungsaktion,
or AB-Aktion) was conducted in the General
Government during which the Germans murdered
approximately 3,500 members of the Polish
intellectual and political elite. It is estimated that
losses in the Polish civilian population between
October 1939 and the spring of 1940 totalled
nearly 60,000.
The first German mass repressions were conducted
against the Polish population in areas directly
incorporated into the Reich. German plans in
these territories assumed total Germanisation
and elimination of ‘foreign elements’, i.e. Poles
and Jews. Therefore, the fundamental task of the
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newly installed German administration there was
the removal of the Polish population, first the
intelligentsia and landowners. In October and
November 1939, the Polish currency was withdrawn
from these territories and replaced with the German
Mark. German authorities liquidated the Polish
press as well as secondary and higher education.
Only the German language and accounting were
taught in lower-level schools. Polish place names
were replaced with German ones. Poles could only
make purchases in stores during certain hours.
They were prohibited from possessing cameras
and radio receivers and a curfew was imposed.
Particularly onerous legislation was introduced in
the Reichsgau Wartheland.
A manifestation of the occupier’s terror policy
was mass executions and subjugation of villages,
where the Germans conducted several hundred
(more than 800, according to the latest studies)
of such campaigns, among others, in Michniów
and Huta Pieniacka. In total, 84 localities were
completely or significantly destroyed and their
inhabitants murdered. Poles were treated with
particular cruelty in incorporated Polish territories
to be swiftly Germanised and fully integrated
with the Reich. The scale of repression against
them there was greater in the first weeks of
the occupation than in other seized territories.
Restrictive laws introduced by GG authorities
toward the Polish populace mandated the death
penalty for even minor infractions, e.g. a breach
of curfew or listening to the radio. In the spring
of 1940, the Germans proceeded to organise a
camp for political prisoners in Oswiecim, renamed
Auschwitz, which was then situated in a territory
incorporated into the Third Reich. Initial transports
of Polish prisoners arrived at the main camp in
mid-June 1940. In total, 140,000–150,000 Poles
were sent to KL Auschwitz of whom one-half
were murdered. After its expansion, the Germans
also sent more than 60,000 people of other
nationalities there, primarily Sinti and Roma
(23,000) and Soviet prisoners of war (15,000).
Nevertheless, the largest group of people sent to
KL Auschwitz were European Jews (1.1 million)
of whom approximately a million lost their life
there. This fact has made this camp the symbol of
the Holocaust. Nevertheless, it was also a place of
suffering for other nationalities and social groups
persecuted by the Germans during the war.
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Chart 1. ESCAPE AND RESETTLEMENT
Unit 1

German soldiers and civilian
Polish war refugees on a road,
September 1939. Archive of the

French refugees in Dainville fleeing
from the advancing German army,
May 1940. Bundesarchiv Bild 121-0622,

Institute of National Remembrance, Poland

Frankreich, Dainville, Flüchtlinge.jpg

A testimony of Claude
Jouvancy:

I lived in Arcis-sur-Aube, in the east, with my dad who was a lumberjack
and my mum who worked in a factory. Our hometown was bombed on
June 13 – we spent more than half an hour lying under the bed. We’d got
used to seeing refugees from Belgium and the north of France fleeing
the Germans, and we could see that it would soon be our turn. By the
following evening we’d got ready to leave. Our bikes were loaded: a few
clothes, a blanket for each of us and gas masks too. My mum rolled up
a teddy bear for me, in the blanket attached to my handlebars. As we
stepped out onto the street that last time, she turned around, looked
up and said: ’Goodbye, poor house’.
Our town was in flames when we left it, but we didn’t know where to
go. There were quite a few times when we missed the bombings by
a whisker. But one time we were really exposed to them. Thank God
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we weren’t hurt, but it was a baptism of fire. A bomb landed about 20
metres from us – I could see the planes that were bombing us. My dad
dove onto me and I was almost crushed beneath his weight. We were
in a ditch, with ants and nettles. My face was very itchy when I got up.
It was very difficult to see people dying. Animals too, mowed down by
machine gun fire. I remember the smell of corpses. The horses’ dead
bodies would swell up in the heat of a June day – they were huge. We
tried to avoid all dead bodies, those of animals and humans. I remember
seeing a car turned upside down, with a woman’s feet sticking out. We
didn’t stop because it was clear that they had been killed. There were also
soldiers who dropped dead while they were in the middle of shooting.
https://webdoc.france24.com/exodus-france-german-invasion-war-1940/

Belgian refugees
and British troops on the
Brussels-Louvain road,
12 May 1940. Public domain

A testimony of Jacques
Desbonnet.

I was born and raised in Douai, in the north of France near the Belgian
border. From the moment the Germans started their offensive on
May 10, 1940, Douai and the surrounding area were bombed heavily,
because the city had a train depot and quite a few industrial plants. The
next day thousands of Belgians, Dutch and Luxembourgers arrived,
fleeing the German advance.
We finally hit the road on May 13. At the time there weren’t many cars
on the roads; only the wealthy had them. The rest of us used horsedrawn carriages or, in our case, a handcart. So we left on foot towards
Saint-Pol-sur-Ternoise, a bit further away from the Belgian border. We
slept on straw in a barn. There were hundreds of evacuees. At around
4am, we woke up to the sound of bombs. We immediately got back on
our cart and onto the road. In two days, we travelled 70 kilometres on
foot. From time to time we put our grandmother in a wheelbarrow and
pushed her, because she found it hard at her age.
We arrived at the farming village of Buneville exhausted and terrified.
We didn’t know what to do; we were part of this colossal stream of
evacuees. In the village square, a brave lady in her fifties came up to us
and told us that she could accommodate 10 people in her home. She
took us there and we found ourselves in front of a château.
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She told us that she was the Baroness of Hauteclocque. We didn’t know
this yet, but she was the cousin of Philippe de Hauteclocque, who
would soon become Marshal Leclerc, one of the great generals of the
Free French forces. She was an extraordinary, charming woman.
So we settled in. She explained to us that next to the château, there
was a farm with poultry, eggs, potatoes and beans, and that we
shouldn’t hesitate to take what we needed. A few days later, we were
thinking of going back to Douai and the baroness implored us to stay
for our own safety: “But aren’t you OK here? What are you going to
do in a town occupied by the Germans? You’d bear the brunt of the
occupation there.
https://webdoc.france24.com/exodus-france-german-invasion-war-1940/

Warsaw residents flee
from the blazing city
in the first days of the
Warsaw Uprising,
August 1944.
Public domain/ Bundesarchiv,
Bild 101I-695-0412-15 / Gutjahr
/ CC-BY-SA 3.0

An account of Anna
Jankowska:

On 13 August, the Germans took us to Ossolińskich St in the early
morning hours, where we stayed until evening at a gate to one of
the buildings. Here, people from nearby buildings on Krakowskie
Przedmieście St were gathered, as well as from other local streets. There
was also a group of people from Dobra St, corner of Karowa St. In the
evening the Germans order us to walk in the middle of Saski Garden
in the direction of Wola. The Saski Garden was constantly shot at, thus
the Germans passed on the side under the buildings. Near Mirowska
Hall we were surrounded by Ukrainians, who robbed us and engaged
in various other crimes. For young girls were raped from the column on
which I walked, including my husband’s 15-year-old niece. We reached
the church in Wola already at night. We slept there and in the morning
were transported to a transit camp in Pruszków.
https://www.zapisyterroru.pl/dlibra/publication/ IPN GK 182/88
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s a n d m ap , read t h e t ext s
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– Who were the refugees and what did they look like? What did they take with them?
How did they travel?
– How does Claude Jouvancy describe German bombing during the first days of the war?
– Where was Jacques Desbonnet from?
–  How does he recall the first days of the German
attack on Belgium?
– Who were the refugees who reached Douai? In what direction did Jacques Desbonnet go with them?
How did the refugees move? What were they exposed to en route? Who helped them and how?
– How does Anna Jankowska describe the escape of Warsaw residents in the first days of the uprising?
What crimes did the Ukrainians helping the Germans quell the uprising commit against the refugees?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– Why did the civilian population flee from the invading German army? What did they fear most?
– Where and when did the largest-scale escapes take place? In what directions did the refugees march?
– What were the refugees exposed to during their escape? How did German soldiers treat them?
– Whose help could they count on during their escape? What happened to them
after the fighting ended?

Unit 2
Adolf Hitler speaking
at the Reichstag on
6 October 1939:

[...] the whole of eastern and south-eastern Europe is partially settled
with splinter groups of German people. Herein lies the reason and
cause of resulting inter-state conflicts. In the age of the principle of
nationality and idea of race it is utopian to believe that members of a
superior nation can be assimilated. It is therefore the task of a forwardlooking European order of life to carry out resettlement in order to
eliminate a part of the European background of conflicts.
Dokumente der Deutchen Politik. Bd. VII, 1, Berlin 1940, p. 347.

A Nazi propaganda poster of
the Third Reich in 1939 (dark
grey) after the conquest of
Poland. It depicts pockets of
German colonists resettling into
Polish areas annexed by Nazi
Germany from Soviet-controlled
territories during the Heim ins
Reich operation. The outline
of Poland (here superimposed
in red) was missing from the
original poster. Public domain/
Bundesarchiv, R 49 Bild-0705 / Unknown
author / CC-BY-SA 3.0
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Expulsion of Poles from the Warta land (1939).
The expulsion of Poles and Jews (Polish citizens) from
Warta land, a part of Polish territories incorporated into
the Third Reich, was a part of the great resettlement
campaign (Generalsiedlungsplan) carried out within
the framework of Generalplan Ost (GPO) in 1939–1941.
Its purpose was to destroy and/or expel a local majority
Slavic population and populate it with Germans
from other parts of Europe. The expulsion plan also
encompassed five to six million Jews living in Eastern
Europe. The scheme envisaged bringing in four million
German settlers in the first ten years of the Heim ins Reich
and a further six million in subsequent years.
Public domain/ Bundesarchiv, R 49 Bild-0131 /
Wilhelm Holtfreter / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Recollections of Edmund
Makowski, a resident of
the village of Bielawy
in Gniezno County of
resettlements from
Reichgau Wartheland
(Warta Land):

They surprised us at night. Everyone experienced resettlement in a
similar manner: loud knocking on the door or gate at four or five in
the morning with the shout: ‘Aufmachen! Polizei!’ Upon opening, they
declared that everything must be packed within 30 minutes and the
farm must be vacated. They also specified what to take (personal
belongings and food for two days). [...] During the entire time one
uniformed German stood in the doorway and watched what we
packed. Again and again he instructed us not to take something,
even shook our clothing to make sure we were not taking something
‘prohibited’. This is how we found a gold watch – the only gold item
that my parents possessed (other than wedding rings). He stated that
he was confiscating the watch. Pleas and explanations that this was
a family heirloom, as evidenced by the monogram, did not help. An
older German heard this, however [...]. To our amazement he listened
to my mother’s pleas and ordered his comrade to return the watch.
Wysiedlenie i poniewierka 1939-1945: wspomnienia Polaków wysiedlonych
przez okupanta hitlerowskiego z ziem polskich „wcielonych” do Rzeszy
[Displacement and misery. Recollections of Poles expelled by the
Nazi occupier from Polish territories ’incorporated‘ into the Reich 1939–1945],
Ryszard Dyliński (ed.) et al., Poznań: Wyd. Poznańskie, 1985.

German resettlers from Eastern Europe taking over
Polish farms in Warta Land, May 1940. Heim ins Reich
(German for ‘back home to the Reich‘) was a foreign
policy pursued by Adolf Hitler during the Second
World War as of 1938. The aim was to convince all
Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) who were living
outside Nazi Germany (e.g. in Austria, Czechoslovakia
and the western districts of Poland) that they should
strive to bring these regions ‘home‘ into Greater
Germany, but also relocate from territories that were
not under German control, following the conquest of
Poland in accordance with the Nazi-Soviet pact.
Public domain/ Bundesarchiv, Bild 137-058160 /
Spahn, Boris / CC-BY-SA 3.0
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Arthur Greiser greeting
the millionth German resettled
to Warta Land from Eastern
Europe, March 1944.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-J09397 /
CC-BY-SA 3.0

A newspaper report from
Riga after the completion
of the resettlement
of Baltic Germans
(8 January 1940):

German is hardly ever heard on the streets anymore. At most, similar
sounds greet the ear: It is Jews, fiddling their corrupted jargon [...]. All
told, 90% of all Germans in Latvia followed the call of the Führer [...].
A visit to the ethnic renegade in holy vestments, one Pastor Grass,
was a tragicomic interlude [...]. This Pastor, at that time, unfurled his
counter-propaganda against our people [...] [Nevertheless]. The stroke
[i.e. the resettlement] will be final.
Richards Olafs Plavnieks, ‘“A Wall of blood”: The Baltic German Case Study in National
Socialist Wartime Population Policy’, 1939–1945, a Master thesis, Chapel Hill 2008.

The expulsion of Poles from
the Zamość region within
the framework of the General
Plan East (Generalplan Ost),
December 1942.
Public domain.

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s a n d m ap , read t h e t ext s
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– How did Hitler justify the need to resettle Germans living in various countries
to the Reich in his speech to the Reichstag on 9 October 1939?
– From what countries under Soviet control and in what areas of occupied Poland
were the Germans to be resettled?
– What was the purpose of the great resettlement campaign (Generalausiedlungsplan)
and within what greater plan was it executed?
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– How does Edmund Makowski recall the expulsion of Poles from territories
incorporated into the Reich (Warta Land and Działdowo)?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What was the Generalplan Ost? What was its aim and objectives? Which of them were
the Germans able to reach during the war?
– What were the terms of understanding between the Third Reich and the USSR with regard
to resettlement of Germans from the East?
– How did the expulsion of Poles from the Zamość region and residents of Warsaw transpire
during the uprising?
– What was the Heim ins Reich campaign ? Who did it concern and how was it executed?
– What was the post-war fate of German settlers from the East?

Chart 2. RESTRICTIONS AND DIFFICULTIES IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Unit 1
A ‘For Germans only’ inscription
in Polish on a park bench. Such
signs and ones in German
(Nur für Deutsche) were
placed throughout countries
under German occupation
on public transport and in
various public areas such as
parks, coffeehouses, cinemas
and theatres.
Public domain

A ’Reserved for children,
prohibited for Jews‘.
sign on the fence of
a park, Paris 1942.
Mémorial de la Shoah

A ‘Prohibited for Jews‘ ban issued by the NSB
member J. (Jan) Feitsma, Prosecutor General in
Amsterdam. This sign hung in the cafe-restaurant
De Beemster Herberg on Middenweg in
Beemster, Amsterdam. Public domain
A ‘For German passangers only’
sign on a Krakow tram car.
Public domain/ National Digital
Archive, case, no.: 2-7934
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A ‘Nur für Juden – Tylko dla Żydów‘ (Only for Jews)
sign on a Warsaw tram car for Jews. Warsaw, 1940.

A ‘No entrance for Poles!’. warning in
German in Nazi-occupied Poland, 1939.

Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-L14404

Public domain

A Polish language
lesson during
clandestine education
in occupied Poland,
Łopiennik Górny, 1941.
Public domain

An account of Lidia
Jędrusik:

Every one of us recalls that horrible occupation. We [also] remember
how very difficult it was to learn. We were taught from books that
mentioned nothing about Poland. Efforts were made to instil the Nazi
spirit, but Polish children who loved their homeland wanted to know
more. Smaller, then larger classes of secret education began to arise.
I also belonged to one of them. We studied in very difficult conditions
in constant fear and uncertainty. We began ordinary lessons after
school. We sought to keep education [in clandestine classes] as secret
as possible. At times the Germans asked us about everything, but we
usually responded with silence.
We learned about Polish history and our country’s geography, as if a
new world. We forgot about the captivity in which we lived and spent
these moments most happily. At least in our mind we could return to
those times when Poland was free, strong and victorious over stronger
powers. We gained this knowledge with immense interest in the
silence and peace. We spoke softly at the time so [no] German could
learn about our study.
State Archive in Kielce, case no. 21/322/0/-/74
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– What limitations did the Germans impose on the use of public transport
and various public areas in occupied countries? Who suffered the most?
– What did Polish children learn during the occupation in schools controlled by the Germans?
– How does Lidia Jędrusik describe the reasons for clandestine education?
– What did children learn during their secret classes?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What was the purpose of limitations imposed by the Germans on use of transport
and access to public areas in occupied countries?
– What were the penalties for breaching them? How were they carried out?
– Why did the Germans in most occupied countries limit access of children and young people
to schools and universities? What did these limitations entail and how did they differ among
occupied countries? What attempts were made to circumvent these limitations?
– What purpose did clandestine education serve? How was it organised and what was its scope?

Unit 2

Jews during forced labour in Krakow, 1941.
The exploitation of Jews as free labour was established
on the basis of a decree of Governor General Hans Frank
on 26 October 1939. It applied to all Jews aged 14–60.
Archive of the Institute of National Remembrance, Poland

Jews at the ghetto in Gąbin. In November 1939,
preparations were made to include Poznań in the German
motorway network. From 1940, consideration was given
to employing Jews for this investment project. Originally,
they were to be brought from the Litzmannstadt (Łódź)
ghetto. From mid-1941, Jews were brought from Zduńska
Wola, Sieradz, Wieluń, Pabianice, Gąbin, Gostynin and
other ghettos in Warta Land for this purpose. Researchers
estimate that up to 24 labour camps were established
along the motorway route, known as Reichsautobahnlager
(Reich motorway camps),and that at least 10,000 people
previously deported from Warta Land ghettos were
brought in. The Jewish labour force was used by private
German construction firms acting as subcontractors.
Martyrology Museum in Żabików
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A decree on mandatory farm
work dated 30 September
1939 imposing the death
penalty for evasion of work.
Public domain

A German propaganda poster
in Polish saying ‘Let’s go
to Germany for agricultural
work. Report immediately to
your local head of commune’
at a recruitment site for work
in Germany at Nowy Świat
St in Warsaw.
National Digital Archives/Public domain

Recollections of Halina
Dengler, a forced labourer:

I was summoned to appear at the [work] office. […] When entering the
room (alone and without my mother) I cried from fear, just like other
children. […] The German in the Wermacht uniform handed everyone
an order of forced labour in the Reich. It stipulated in harsh terms that
an entire family would be deported in case of failure to appear. This
was the most frightful day of my life thus far, Monday, 19 May 1941.
They took us at 8:00 in front of the Arbeitsamt and subsequently took
us through city streets with a banner declaring that we are Polish
volunteers for work in Germany. We were called volunteers and
photographs were taken of us for various newspapers. […] There was
no way of appealing the occupier’s decision. Not wanting to expose
my entire family to repression, I had to go. We were loaded onto train
cars at 11:00 at the station and taken toward Jarocin, where several
more cars with young people were added on. The entire transport,
approximately 2,000 children and young people were taken to the
Reich.
https://www.polonorama.com/a-jednak-przezylam/

An excerpt from
a testimony of Tadeusz
Baczyński:

After we were bathed, a ceremony began that strongly reminded me
of the slave trade about which I read in books. Our boss, railway master
Karl Muller, announced that he needed a group of approximately 30
workers to work on railway tracks, adding that he would prefer families
instead of individuals. I obviously came forth with Janeczka, stating
that she was my wife. [...] Our boss, Karl Muller, took us from Halle
by a passenger train to Beutersitz, where approximately 200 metres
from the railway station was a labour camp with the German name
S ubjec t 4.
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Gemeinschaftslager V Beutersitz/Elster – Bahnhof über Falkenberg/
Elster. This camp was under the direction of the German Railways in
Halle/Saale.
[...] Our assignment was to maintain and repair railway tracks on a
section of approximately 12 kilometres between the railway stations
Uebigau-Beutersitz and Beutersitz-Grube Hansa. [...]

Polish farmers from the Krakow
province transported for forced
labour in the Reich, 1941.

We began work at 6:30. From 9:00 to 9:30 we had a breakfast break and
from 13:00 to 13:30 a lunch break. We ended work at 17:00. Since this
was already mid-October, one can say that we worked from dawn to
dusk. We received no protective apparel or gloves and none of us leaving
Warsaw considered the fact that we will have to work in the cold and
frost with our bare hands, touching metal tools such as steel wrenches to
tighten screws, crowbars or all types of railway materials such as screws,
washers under tracks, rail couplers, tracks or heavy steel bases.
https://dulag121.pl/encyklopediaa/baczynski-tadeuszwspomnienia-z-przymusowych-robot-w-niemczech-x-1944-iv-1945/

Public domain

Forced labourers picking
cabbage, Third Reich, 1943.
Author unknown/KARTA Centre

Recollections of Irena
Wielgat, a forced labourer:

I had to work very early on as a 15-year-old to financially help my family.
At the start of March 1941, I arranged with a friend and together we
went to the Arbeitsamt [labour office] to register and work locally. This
is when we were disappointed. We were immediately detained on the
spot and added to girlfriends from a roundup. We were approximately
30 girls in total. Tears and pleas did not help. […] on 13 March 1941,
after a long ride we reached our destination – the city of Bielefeld in
North Rhine Westphalia. Three civilians and a gendarme awaited us
at the train station. We transferred to a bus that took us to the town
of Brackweda […] with factories producing various types of textiles
as well as armaments. […] Indeed, we were employed at one of these
factories, Spinnerei Vorwarts. […] We initially worked eight hours a day
in light of our young age. But this privilege only lasted to the end of
1941. Then, we had to work ten hours […].
From time to time we were allowed to independently leave the
campgrounds on Sundays. We did this eagerly, because this was
a certain release from the dreariness of everyday camp life. Before
leaving we had to remember to put on the letter P. […] We faced arrest
if detained and, in the absence of the letter P, it was determined that
we were Poles brought to work.
https://www.polonorama.com/a-jednak-przezylam/
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Recollections of Julia
Gawryłkiewicz-Kodelska,
a forced labourer:

Today, for the first time I began to understand the work of a factory
labourer in the Nazi Reich brought in for work normally carried out
by men. My first impression was awful. The noise and clanging of
machines in the large hall blew my skull. Our section was mostly
staffed by women age 15 to 60 and even more: Poles, Ukrainians and
some Germans. Among the men mostly working in another hall were
deportees from other occupied countries: French, Czechs, Ukrainians
and several Poles. In turn, German workers are usually handicapped:
most frequently without an arm or leg, or even eye. […].
One day I fainted at the machines. The factory orderlies came with a
stretcher, administered drops and I was taken to the camp. The factory
doctor, after examination, issued a note recommending lighter work
for only four weeks. The foreman was very angry.
Doctor. This word in our opinion ceased to signify someone bringing
relief from suffering. ‘This is not a sanatorium.’ ‘You have to work here.’
‘Polish women should wean themselves off the doctor.’: with these
words he discouraged any sick person from seeking help.
https://www.polonorama.com/a-jednak-przezylam/

E xer c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re a d t h e t ext s
an d a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u est ion s:

– What work were Jews in occupied Poland forced to carry out?
– How did the Germans encourage people to volunteer for work in Germany?
Did the propaganda vision of work in Germany have a convincing effect?
– How does Halina Dengler recall her departure for work in Germany? What consequences did she
face for refusing the work order? How was she used two encourage others to apply for work?
– What were the differences between the propaganda image and reality of work in Germany?
– How does Tadeusz Baczyński describe the manner of assigning forced labourers to work?
Why does he compare this to trade in slaves? How did his working day look?
– How did Irena Wielgat reach Germany to carry out forced labour? What work was she forced to
perform? How many hours did she have to work? What restrictions were imposed upon her?
Why did she feel disappointed?
– How does Julia Gawryłkiewicz-Kodelska recall the working conditions at the factory during her stay
in Germany? From what countries did forced workers originate? Why did she say that for forced
labourers the word ‘doctor’ ceased to mean someone alleviating suffering?

Sea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What did mandatory work for Jews in occupied territories entail? Who did it concern
and at what age?
– What was a forced labour camp?
– How did the Germans encourage people from occupied countries to register for work in Germany?
Did people succumb to that propaganda?
– What penalties did those refusing to leave for work face? What was their status in Germany?
What limitations and punishment awaited them for breaching regulations?
– What significance did slave labour of millions of workers have for the Third Reich economy
and its ability to wage war?
– Did these workers receive compensation for their slave labour after the war?
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Unit 3
A food ration stamp from the
General Government. A ration
stamp, ration coupon or ration
card is a stamp or card issued
to allow the holder to obtain
food or other commodities
that are in short supply. Ration
stamps were widely used during
the Second World War by both
sides after hostilities caused
interruption to the normal
supply of goods.
Museum of the Second World War

A shopkeeper cancelling the
coupons in a British housewife’s
ration book for the tea, sugar,
cooking fats and bacon she
was allowed for one week.
Most foods in Britain were
rationed and some brand names
given the designation
‘National‘, April 1943.

People waiting in line for food rations, Oslo, 1942. The German
occupation of Norway led to food shortages. Despite adverse weather
conditions, people stood in line for hours, at times even from 5 a.m.,
in the hope of securing a small quantity of rationed goods that were
frequently sold out almost immediately after shop opening.
Public domain

Public domain

A queue at a food shop
in Paris, August 1944.
© Eklablog, Google Images
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A Warsaw bazaar, 1941.
Food rations through the
card system were insufficient.
At the start of 1941, a card
provided 611 calories of food
per person daily (these were
selected products, including
bread, marmalade and
potatoes). A working person’s
real needs were approximately
2,400 calories. Therefore, other
sources of nutrition had to be
sought in order to survive and
could be found on the black
market. Although prices of
goods were significantly higher,
trade there frequently saved
the civilian population from
starvation. NAC

An excerpt from the diary
of Tanya Savicheva, a girl
aged 11, during the siege
of Leningrad. It includes her
notes about starvation and the
successive deaths of her sister,
grandmother, brother, uncle,
another uncle, and mother.
The last three notes say ’The
Savichevs have died‘, ’Everyone
has died’ and ’Only Tanya is
left’. She died of progressive
dystrophy shortly after the
siege. Tanya Savicheva’s diary
(1942) and photo (1936) in the
bottom right corner.
Public domain

Ersatz food from the siege
of Leningrad, made from
goosefoot seed and bran, and
fried in machine oil.
CC BY 2.5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ersatz_good

Bottled ersatz (substitute) coffee, paper string, slippers with
cardboard soles, ersatz cigarettes, and ersatz soap.
https://relativelyrelatives.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/the-last-terrible-month-of-the-war/
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Recollections of Józef
Borowiak:

It is winter and we have no fuel. We burn straw in the stoves. I went
with mother to Leszno. The owner of the fuel supply store, Rothe,
fought on the front with our father, so we counted on this friendship
to secure some coal. At first he did not want to speak to us at all, but
finally sold us a small amount when Mother showed him a photograph
with him and our father. We also go to the forest for brushwood. Now,
when there is less work, I will start cutting down willows. There are over
a dozen on our field at Świerczyńska St. Everyone is cutting down the
willows now, soon this will be an empty and sad road. I fear this work;
the willows are old, thick and also grow into stones. The work will be
bloody, the felling even bloodier. If Wojtek was at home, I was to help.
War and occupation from the recollections of Józef Borowiak, a teacher from Leszno, https://www.
archiwum.leszno.pl/new/container/wspomnienia%20Borowiaka%20DRUK-5%2008.pdf

Exerci se s:
L o o k a t t h e p h ot ograp h s, read t h e t ext
a n d a n s wer t h e f ollowin g q u est ion s:
Two men wearing paper
clothes, typical ersatz
product during the war.
http://www.societies-under-germanoccupation.com/#sample-sources

– What did the food rationing system during the war involve?
– What food products were available with ration cards? Was there
a sufficient quantity of them?
– What was the daily calorie count of food rations in occupied Poland
in 1941? Were they sufficient to survive?
– How does Tanya Savitcheva describe hunger prevailing in Leningrad
in her diary during the siege of the city? Who in her family died of
starvation? When and why did Tanya die?
– How did the civilian population supplement lacking food supplies?
– What were ersatz goods? What role did they play during the war?
– How does Józef Borowiak recall the harshness of life under the
occupation? What was the punishment for slaughtering animals
without a permit? How did people
deal with the lack of fuel?

S e a rc h for ad d it ion al in f orm at ion an d t h in k:
– What was the reason for deficiencies in food, fuel and other
essential products?
– How did people try to deal with this problem?
– What significance did the black market have for survival during
the occupation?

Unit 4
Recollections of Irena
Sikora:

We were taken from school today to dig for Bauers [German farmers].
When digging potatoes, one would secretly bury some in the ground
and mark them, then at night sneak in and bring the hidden potatoes
home. One would also cut off ears of grain and put them in the pocket,
at home they would be crushed and ground into flour. The Bauers beat
me many times for this, but this was a method of survival. Life, as I say,
was very difficult. The German soldiers sent people to concentration
camps for the smallest of infractions. It was not allowed to raise animals
or sow grain, practically nothing was allowed and a curfew was also
imposed.
Do Not Let History Forget Them: The history of the Second World War i n recollections of Bolesław district
residents. A collection of interviews conducted by youth of the Middle Schools Complex in Krzykawa.
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An inspection of a peasant’s cart
by a German patrol in the Lublin
district during A police action
to prevent illegal slaughter of
animals, March 1941.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-L25365 / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Recollections of Józef
Borowiak:

Shortly before Christmas, a message circulated through the village that
shocked us. One of the Poles, Franciszek Cugier, have the courage to
slaughter a pig without a permit. The Ortsbauernführer learnt about
this and informed the Gestapo. They took him away to a concentration
camp. We naïvely thought at the time that he would be locked up for
several weeks for this and that they would let them go, especially since
he was an invalid from Verdun. After several months, the family was
informed that he had died.
War and occupation from the recollections of Józef Borowiak, –a teacher from Leszno, https://www.
archiwum.leszno.pl/new/container/wspomnienia%20Borowiaka%20DRUK-5%2008.pdf

A German soldier confiscating
a calf in a Polish village. During
the German occupation,
peasants were forced to deliver
mandatory quotas consisting of
agricultural goods and livestock
(including grain, meat and milk).
Public domain

An announcement of the Lublin district governor dated
25 November 1941 on the sentencing of nine Polish
farmers to death in Brzezin for failure to supply quotas.
Public domain
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The rural population of the
General Government receiving
fabrics with special rations cards
of Ernteerfassungsaktion im
Generalgouvernement which
the German occupying power
introduced as a reward for their
delivery of agricultural goods,
28 November 1942.
COLLECTION CEGESOMA http://www.
societies-under-german-occupation.
com/#project-description

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– What does Irena Sikora’s account tell us about food shortages in villages during the occupation?
How did the peasants seek to deal with this situation?
– What was the punishment for illegal slaughter of animals during the German occupation?
– What was the purpose of quotas? What was the punishment for failure to deliver?
– How did the Germans attempt to encourage Polish peasants to deliver quotas?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What did village life look like during the German occupation?
– Did peasants in all countries of occupied Europe have to deliver quotas of agricultural
products to the Third Reich?
– How did city dwellers and villagers engage in trade? What effect did it have
on the chances of survival during the war?

Unit 5
Ukrainian citizens standing
in front of a German
propaganda poster, 1941.
http://www.societies-under-germanoccupation.com/#sample-sources
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Adolf Hitler about
propaganda:

‘Le juif et la France’ (The Jew
and France). An anti-Jewish
propaganda exhibition in Paris,
September 1941.

Propaganda must always address itself to the broad masses of the
people. [...] All propaganda must be presented in a popular form and
must fix its intellectual level so as not to be above the heads of the least
intellectual of those to whom it is directed. [...] The art of propaganda
consists precisely in being able to awaken the imagination of the
public through an appeal to their feelings, in finding the appropriate
psychological form that will arrest the attention and appeal to the
hearts of the national masses. The broad masses of the people are
not made up of diplomats or professors of public jurisprudence nor
simply of persons who are able to form reasoned judgment in given
cases, but a vacillating crowd of human children who are constantly
wavering between one idea and another. [...] The great majority of a
nation is so feminine in its character and outlook that its thought and
conduct are ruled by sentiment rather than by sober reasoning. This
sentiment, however, is not complex, but simple and consistent. It is not
highly differentiated, but has only the negative and positive notions of
love and hatred, right and wrong, truth and falsehood.
[...] Propaganda must not investigate the truth objectively and, in so
far as it is favourable to the other side, present it according to the
theoretical rules of justice; yet it must present only that aspect of the
truth which is favourable to its own side. [...] The receptive powers of
the masses are very restricted, and their understanding is feeble. On
the other hand, they quickly forget. Such being the case, all effective
propaganda must be confined to a few bare essentials and those must
be expressed as far as possible in stereotyped formulas. These slogans
should be persistently repeated until the very last individual has come
to grasp the idea that has been put forward. [...] Every change that is
made in the subject of a propagandist message must always emphasize
the same conclusion. The leading slogan must, of course, be illustrated
in many ways and from several angles, but in the end one must always
return to the assertion of the same formula.

Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-1975
-041-07 / CC-BY-SA 3.0

A quotation from Mein Kampf from the Project Gutenberg-hosted,
1939. English translation by James Murphy.

Posters from an anti-Semitic
exhibition entitled The Global
Jewish Virus at the Cloth Hall
in Krakow. Jerzy MikułowskiPomorski, a local resident,
recalls: ‘I can’t remember the
year, but I do recall the terrible
uniqueness of the exhibition
about Jews presented as
spreaders of diseases. It was
obligatory for teachers to bring
their classes there. The lovely
museum in the Cloth Hall had to
use its rooms for this despicable
business of disgracing people
and stirring up hatred.’
National Digital Archives
Wikipedia
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Nowy Kurier Warszawski of 27
September 1940. The ’reptile’
press is a term for the press
published by the German
occupier in 1939–45 in the
GG and in 1941–44 in the
Vilnius region as well as by the
Soviet occupier in 1939–41 in
Polish territories controlled
by the Soviets. It was aimed
at crystallising the prevailing
manner of thought desired
by the occupier through an
appropriate interpretation of
political and military events
underscoring the strength of
the occupying countries and the
permanence of the occupational
status quo, together with
catering to the lowest taste and
needs in the spheres of culture
and education. It was intended
to create a positive image of life
in occupied Poland for public
opinion abroad.
Public domain

An underground poster
calling for a boycott of the
‘reptile’ press published by the
Germans. It says: ’I always read
Nowy Kurier Warszawski’.

‘Examples of the ’reptile’
press published in the
Polish language in
occupied Poland.
Public domain/Głos Lubelski/UMCSi
Digital Library. Gazeta Lwowska,
Goniec Krakowski/Jagiellonian
Digital Library

Public domain

In his diary, Joseph
Goebbels wrote the
following entry on
February 1942:

We shall have to change our propaganda and our policies in the
East…these were hitherto based on the assumption that we would
take possession of the East very quickly. This…has not been realized.
We must therefore envisage a longer duration and are accordingly
compelled to change our slogans and our policies fundamentally.
Quote from: Michael J. Stout, The Effectiveness
of Nazi Propaganda During World War II

A family listening to a broadcast
by Radio London. It was a name
used for radio broadcasts of the
British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) aimed at populations of
German-dominated continental
Europe. Through Radio London,
the Allies called for resistance
and provided information on
the situation on the war fronts.
Radio London broadcasts played
a vital role in preparations
for the Allies’ landing in
Normandy in 1944.
bbc.co.uk
https://arteventinews.it/2019/09/08/radiolondra-e-il-colonnello-buonasera/
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– How does Adolf Hitler explain the principles underlying propaganda? Who is particularly
vulnerable? What is the art of propaganda? What are the principles of effective propaganda?
– What anti-Jewish propaganda efforts did the Germans undertake in occupied Europe?
– What was the Polish language press published by the Germans in Poland commonly called?
– How did the Polish resistance movement encourage a boycott of the German-published press?
– What excerpt from Joseph Goebbels’ diary speaks most about the effectiveness of Nazi propaganda
in the East? What could have been the reasons for it?
– What was the significance of Radio London in the struggle with German propaganda
during the occupation?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– Why did the Germans place much emphasis on propaganda in occupied countries?
What was the outcome of these actions?
– What role did the press and radio play in the German propaganda campaign?
– What significance did anti-Semitism have in Nazi propaganda?
– What was the impact of anti-Semitic propaganda on attitudes toward the Holocaust?

Chart 3. REPRESSION AND TERROR
Unit 1
An account of Stanisława
Podlipna on roundups
in Lublin during the
occupation:

People shouted that there was a roundup. How did a roundup under
the Germans [look]? For example, a vehicle stood here, the Germans
in three places like here on Liberty Square, a truck, and the Germans
hurling everyone into the vehicle. Auntie was there, she caught us
and we ran when a German blocked [our path], but when he saw that
she was running with three children he let us through. The Germans
deported all of those in the vehicle for work. But
this German let us through, I remember how he
only shouted and we ran [were the Germans with
dogs?] No, no. Without dogs. Here in the city, why
dogs? What he rounded up to the truck, I don’t
know how many people could have got into such
truck. Fifty. Maybe more? He did his job and left.
Who did they catch? Old people perhaps, not
children, only those fit for work. After all, it was
innocent people who were caught.
https://biblioteka.teatrnn.pl/dlibra/show-content/publication
/edition/112779?id=112779&dirids=1

A street roundup
in Warsaw, 1941.
Public domain/Wikipedia
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Dutch Jews arrested by Nazi soldiers in their first razzia
(roundup) in Amsterdam, February 1941. On Saturday,
22 February 1941 in the afternoon, a column of German
trucks appeared near Waterlooplein. This area was
completely fenced in. Young Jews were brought together
to Jonas Daniël Meijerplein. On the following day, many
Jewish men were also arrested. Altogether, 427 Jews were
deported to the Schoorl camp aged 20 or 35. Only two of
them survived the war. Public domain

A roundup on the Kercelak market grounds in Warsaw,
8 October 1942. It took place in reprisal for the
Operation Wieniec involving simultaneous attacks on
railway transport routes around Warsaw. Beginning
at approximately 11 a.m. at Kercelak and at a private
marketplace at Przyokopowa St, the assembled people
were surrounded by the German police with the help of the
‘blue police’. It was announced through speakers on police
cars that stalls with goods would be confiscated. Arbeitsamt
officials checked the identities of all those present. Some
people were loaded onto trucks and brought to the camp
at Skaryszewska St from where deportations for forced
labour in Germany took place. The loading and transport of
plundered goods lasted two days. NAC

Victims of a roundup in Simferopol, 1942. People
were captured there and taken to the Third Reich as
Ostarbeiters, a Nazi German designation for foreign slave
workers brough in from occupied Central and Eastern
Europe to perform forced labour in Germany during
the Second World War. The Germans started deporting
civilians at the start of the war and began doing it at an
unprecedented scale following Operation Barbarossa
in 1941. They apprehended Ostarbeiters from the
newly-formed German districts of Reichskommissariat
Ukraine, District of Galicia and Reichskommissariat Ostland.

A Nazi German roundup in France (French: ‘rafle’), Marseille,
January 1943. It was a part of the systematic deportation
of the Jews of Marseille between 22 and 24 January 1943
under the Vichy regime during the German occupation
of France. Assisted by the French police, the Germans
organised a raid to arrest Jews. The police checked the
identity documents of 40,000 people and as a result of the
operation 2,000 Jews were sent first to Fréjus, then to the
camp of Royallieu near Compiègne in the Northern Zone
of France, and then to the Drancy internment camp, the
final stopover before extermination camps.

Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-B18164 / Hans Zündorf /CC-BY-SA 3.0

Public domain/ Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-027-1477-04 /
Vennemann, Wolfgang / CC-BY-SA 3.0
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A poster announcing that the
Germans will take hostages in
retaliation for attacks on German
soldiers, August 21, 1941.
Public domain (Gallica Digital Library)

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– How does Stanisława Podlipna describe the roundup in Lublin? Who did the Germans
release and why? What can you say on this basis about the purpose of this roundup?
– Who fell victim to the first roundup organised by the Germans in Amsterdam in February 1941?
What was its course and what happened to those arrested?
– What were the reasons for and course of the roundup that the Germans carried out at the
Kercelak market in Warsaw on 8 October 1942? What happened to those arrested?
– In what occupied countries did the Germans carry out roundups?
– What were the circumstances surrounding the roundup by the Germans in Simferopol
in 1942 and one in Marseille in January 1943?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What purpose did German roundups in occupied countries serve?
– What was the territorial scope of roundups? Were they carried out in all occupied countries?
– How were they carried out? What institutions and services of occupied countries took part?
– Who were the main victims of roundups in Western Europe and who in Eastern Europe?
– What was the fate of those detained during roundups? Where were they brought?

Unit 2
A testimony of Stanisław
Konopka about KL Gross
Rosen:

On the night of 9 to 10 January 1943, I was taken from my home in
Warsaw by the German police and placed in the Pawiak prison. Even
now, I don’t know the reason for my arrest. I only know that mass
arrests were being carried out that night in Warsaw as a repressive
measure after a couple of Germans had been killed, and that during the
interrogation I was asked if I was a member of the Polish Underground.
Ten days later, I was in a transport to the Majdanek camp, where
I stayed until the camp’s liquidation in 1944, and then, in one of the
last transports, I was sent to the concentration camp in Gross-Rosen.
I stayed there until 9 February 1944, receiving the number 27 872.
In Gross-Rosen, the concentration camp was connected with a stone
quarry works (extracting and processing rocks). Besides that, different
worksites existed in the camp, such as a cotton mill, a Siemens outpost,
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etc. During the last months of the camp’s functioning, when there
was no other work, the prisoners were engaged in moving rocks
from one place to another. Dr Antoni Hałgas could provide details of
the conditions in the camp at its beginnings, as he had been staying
there since December 1941, when Gross-Rosen was one of the most
severe concentration camps. Dr Hałgas is presently residing in Kraków,
where he will have soon completed his medical degree. From my
arrival until the end, the camp’s commandant was Hassebroek, an SS
Obersturmführer or Sturmbahnführer. His deputy, Lagerführer, was
Ernstberger. They both rarely showed up in the camp and didn’t torture
the prisoners on their own.
IPN GK 182/149/https://www.zapisyterroru.pl/dlibra/show-content

The gate of the KL Auschwitz I
concentration camp with the sign
‘Arbeit macht frei’ (Work sets one free).
Institute of National Remembrance, Poland

Designations of prisoners in German concentration
camps. In addition to triangles in various colours,
there were also letter designations for nationality.
They were added onto triangles: for example,
P for Poles, B for Belgians, F for the French,
I for Italians, N (Niederländer) for the Dutch,
S for the Spanish, T (Tschechen) for Czechs;
U (Ungarn) for Hungarians.
Public domain/Bundesarchiv
BildNazi camp ID-emblems.

KL Auschwitz I prisoners in the
camp metal shop (1942–1943).
Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum
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A testimony of Zygmunt
Smużewski about
KL Auschwitz:

In May 1940, I was trying to get to Hungary with several of my friends.
Having crossed the border, I was detained at dawn with one of my
colleagues and handed over to the unit of Ukrainian guards, then to the
German Gestapo officers. First, I was detained in the prison in Sanok,
then in Tarnów. The prison was overcrowded because mass roundups
of the Polish people were carried out at the time in the streets of towns
and cities.
On 14 June 1940, a large transport with 755 prisoners was dispatched
from the prison in Tarnów. At first we thought that we were being
sent for labour in Germany, but it turned out that we were brought to
Auschwitz. This was the first transport to Auschwitz. I was given the
number 13. We were placed in one barrack. We were not yet forced to
work during the first month of our stay, but we did have to go through
various physical exercises that lasted twelve hours a day. When the
construction of the first three blocks of the main camp had finished,
we were placed in these blocks and we did earthwork, carrying soil in
wheelbarrows, tamping down the soil and filling in ditches. We always
had to work quickly, for sluggish and tired prisoners were beaten with
sticks. Whoever fell down was then killed on the spot.
Further transports started arriving shortly afterwards. Many
kommandos (squads) were created and assigned to various kinds of
work. I was assigned to the agricultural kommando and worked driving
a cart. Since I moved about the entire camp, I had the opportunity to
observe many things.
In April 1941, large transports of Jews started arriving at the camp. In
September 1941, the first transport of Russian prisoners was brought
in, and the first attempt at the gassing of the prisoners was made.
This occurred in the bunker in block 11. 980 people were gassed; they
were mostly Russian prisoners of war, others were sick and unfit for
work. The corpses were being transported to the crematorium in the
’old‘ Auschwitz the entire following night. I heard that about 14,000
Russian POWs were transported to Auschwitz. I knew that from my
colleagues who worked in the camp administrative office. These POWs
died because of starvation and because of the cold before the spring of
1942, since they were hardly ever fed and frequently spent hours naked
in the frost. Only a few dozen Ukrainians survived from this group and
later collaborated with the Germans.
The number of prisoners in the camp was about 16,000. It was
regulated in the following way: people who were weak, could not work
or evaded work, as well as the sick from the hospital were gassed. The
appropriate number of people from the newly arrived transports took
their place, while the rest of the transports were marched from the
train directly to the gas chamber in Birkenau. From the spring of 1942,
I had the opportunity to observe the arrivals of two, three, sometimes
more trains filled with men, women and children, who often carried
big loads, dishes, and various household items. They were segregated
on the ramp –stronger people were assigned to work in the camp and
the others were herded to a barrack where they were told to undress
and leave their belongings. They were then herded naked to a building
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– supposedly for a bath – where they were gassed. First, the corpses
were buried in ditches, then uncovered and burnt in piles. Special
crematoria were created later in Birkenau. In my opinion, about 10,000
people or sometimes more were killed daily in that manner.
Besides that, prisoners were also killed during work. This applied mostly
to the penal company. The prisoners assigned to this company were
Jews or others who committed some offences (such as eating during
work), or those sent from the camp on orders from Gestapo officers.
It was dangerous to be sick and to go to the camp hospital because the
sick were often killed in the hospital with lethal injections. Prisoners
were often encouraged to go to the ‘Revier’ [hospital].
Interrogations were conducted in the political department. Adjacent to
the department was a barrack with all sorts of torture devices. I heard
from the prisoners who went through interrogations that they were
brutally tortured: beaten, tied up with ropes, hanged on a post while
their hands were bound with a chain, and so on.
The daily food ration consisted of 300 g of bread with a tiny amount
(20–30 g) of margarine or fruit preserve, or blood sausage, in the
morning and evening tea and a litre of soup with potatoes, swedes
and cabbage. Not until November 1942 were we allowed to receive
packages from home.
IPN GK 196/135; https://www.zapisyterroru.pl/dlibra/show-content

FKL Ravensbrück, 1941.
Approximately 92,000 died
out of the 132,000 women
and children who passed
through this camp.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-1985-0417-15 /
CC-BY-SA 3.0

An excerpt from
a testimony of Rebecca
(Becky) Teielbaum,
a former prisoner of FKL
Ravensbrück:

Exhausted, cold and hungry they [the women of the barrack] would
talk endlessly about the food they longed for, about family meals they
had shared and the dishes they planned to make if they survived the
war [...] Each woman in turn would share recipes in a paradoxical effort
to stave off hunger. It seems as though these oft-repeated recipes
and stories about family meals served as a talisman sustaining their
humanity and hope in a time with little hope. Rebecca hid away small
pieces of paper and an indigo pencil and set about recording these
recipes [...] In her clear, measured and even script, Rebecca filled 110
pages. The pages are meticulously hand stitched as a little volume
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that can rest comfortably in the palm of one’s hand [...] The recipes
themselves are quite extraordinary and elaborate [...] Upon the book’s
completion each of the women would take turns reading from its
pages: mousse au chocolat, gelee de groseilles, gauteau-neige, plat
hongrois, oeuf hollandais, sabayon italien, souffle a la confiture.
https://www.yadvashem.org/articles/general/women-in-ravensbrueck.html

The concentration camp
in Buchenwald after his
liberation. A photograph of
Buchenwald inmates on the
liberation day, 16 April 1945.
As they entered Buchenwald,
US troops from the Eightieth
Infantry Division took photos
of the prisoners. Even after they
were liberated, many died of
malnutrition and disease. Elie
Wiesel is pictured in the second
row of bunks from the bottom,
seventh from the left, next to
the vertical wooden beam.
Public domain/ National Archives and Records
Administration under number ARC (National
Archives Identifier) 535561.
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s a n d m ap , read t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– What were the designations for concentration camp prisoners? What do they tell us about the
category of prisoner and country of origin? Could they affect the situation of prisoners in a camp?
– What was the reason for the arrest of Stanisław Konopki and his imprisonment in a concentration
camp? What camps did he reach?
– What was the nature of the camp in Gross-Rosen? What work did its prisoners perform?
– How did Zygmunt Smużewski reach KL Auschwitz? How does he describe the conditions prevailing
there? How did the camp change over the years? Who were its prisoners and how were they treated?
– How does Rebecca (Becky) Teitelbaum recall her stay at Ravensbrück? What sustained the humanity
of the female prisoners and give them hope for a return to life in freedom?
– How did KL Buchenwald prisoners look when the camp was liberated? What does this photo
tell us about conditions prevailing in the camp?
– In what territories did the Nazis build concentration and death camps? What were the largest
ones and where were they?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– Who did the Nazis deport to concentration camps? What were the reasons for imprisonment?
– What did the prisoner arrival procedure look like? What was the camp regime?
– What was the function of concentration camps in the Nazi terror apparatus?
– What significance did concentration camps have for the Third Reich’s economy?
– What role did KL Auschwitz play in the system of German concentration camps?

Unit 2
German police surveying the bodies of the men of Lidice,
executed on the grounds of the Horak farm, 10 June
1942. Lidice is a village in Bohemia, 16 km from Prague,
which was destroyed by the Germans in retaliation for the
assassination of Reinhard Heydrich, acting governor of the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia since September
1941. Lidice was just only one of 5,000 towns and villages
that were raided by the Germans following the death of
Heydrich on 4 June 4 1942, resulting in the arrests of over
3,000 persons. Early in the morning of 10 June 1942, all
the inhabitants of Lidice were forced out of their homes.
All 192 men in the village were killed, as were 71 women.
The remaining 198 women were sent to the Ravensbrück
concentration camp. 143 of them survived the war and
returned to Lidice. Out of 98 village children placed in
‘educational institutions’, only 16 survived. Following the
removal of its population, the village of Lidice was razed
to the ground in the presence of Karl Hermann.

Excerpts from a testimony
of Marie Šupíková,
a prisoner of the Nazi
concentration camp
The Children of Lidice:

The noise they made was terrible – they were slamming the doors in
our house in the middle of the night. We woke up and didn’t know
what was going on. They were merciless: ‘hurry up, hurry up’. My mom
wanted to take at least some clothes but everything was falling out of
her shaky hands. It was terrible! We had only what we were wearing.
We didn’t manage to take any food. Some families had some food with
them because they had more time. It differed from case to case. Some
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kids had a blanket with them but I had only the clothes I wore on me.
That was all I had. [...]
He wore the infamous green uniform and had high boots. He was
in charge of the selection. He held a stick in his hand and lashed it
nervously against his boots every now and then. He would point his
stick at somebody’s shoulder and make him stand up. He chose six of
us girls and additionally Vašek Hanfovic because his sisters were among
the six chosen girls and they had promised their mom that they would
take care of him. So surprisingly, he was chosen as the seventh child.
We children had no idea why they chose us – only later did we find out
that it was due to their racial policies, that we conformed to their ideals
of a Nordic race. They thought we would make good Germans after reeducation. They were mostly choosing blue-eyed and blond kids but I
was chosen even though I wasn’t blond. I don’t know why they chose
me but at least I had a little luck, survived and was able to return.
https://www.memoryofnations.eu/en/supikova-marie-1932

Italian soldiers shooting at Slovenian civilian
hostages from the village Dane, Loška Dolina.
Italy invaded Yugoslavia in April 1941, since then
occupying large portions of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia. The Ljubljana
Province, Gorski Kotar and Central Dalmatia, along with
most Croatian islands, were directly annexed to Italy.
To suppress the mounting resistance led by Slovenian
and Croatian partisans, the Italians adopted tactics
of summary executions, reprisals, hostage-taking,
internments and the burning of houses and villages.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_war_crimes#/media/File:Italian_soldiers_
shooting_Slovenian_hostages.jpg

Murdered Polish farmers in the village of Barłogi
in Lublin province. Village in Radomsko, 1943. Summer
On 8 July 1943, a skirmish took place in the village
between soldiers of the underground Peasant Battalions
and the Germans, who attempted to detain one of the
residents. Two soldiers from the Peasant Battalions
died and the Germans killed four village residents
in reprisal for this resistance. One day later, the Germans
arrested twelve people whom they tortured and killed.
Additionally, they burnt down three farms, 20 homes,
32 barns and 32 pigsties.
Public domain
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The bodies of civilians executed by the German army
hanging in the Pancevo municipal cemetery, Vojvodina,
Serbia, 23 April 1941. The woman whose body is hanging
in the middle of the group owned a restaurant under
which the Germans found a tunnel that led to the
cemetery and was the suspected escape route for a sniper.
On the back of the photograph, there is a handwritten
description in German saying: The woman was the owner
of the restaurant from which a secret passage [660 feet long]
led to a cemetery, it passed under the street and ended in
a chapel. Then the German soldiers were shot at night from
the cemetery. All the hanged ones had been caught in
the cemetery. Descriptions on the back of photographs,
such as this one taken by a German military photographer
attached to a propaganda unit, were usually
supplied by the photographer himself. USHMM

The pacification of the village of Goryń in October
1942. Goryń was one of 27 villages situated in an area
designated by the Germans for a military training ground
near Radom. The villagers were ordered to abandon their
houses. When the Goryń farmers refused, the village was
burnt down and some of its inhabitants were murdered.
Public domain

An announcement of the
hanging of 27 hostages in
Warsaw on 11 February 1944.
The text on the notice: 27 Polish
murderers, members of the secret
Polish organisations P.Z.P. and
P.P.R. were sentenced to death by
a Summary Court of the Security
Police. These criminals committed
foul and heinous attacks on
Germans or persons in German
service or they were found with
weapons or other killing tools.
Because of their deceitful and
contemptible conduct, these
criminals were publicly punished
today by hanging.
Public domain
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– Why was the village of Lidice pacified? What were its victims and consequences?
– What were the circumstances surrounding executions in Dane (Slovenia), Barłogi (Poland)
and Pancevo (Serbia)? Who were the victims and the perpetrators?
– Why did the Germans burn down the village of Goryń in October 1942?
– How did the Germans justify the hanging of 27 hostages 1944 in Warsaw on 11 February?
What charges were raised against them? How where they described? What was the function
of such public notices?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– When did the attack on Reinhard Heydrich take place? Who organised it and why? Why did the
Germans react so harshly? What was the fate of the inhabitants of Lidice?
– What was the purpose of public executions performed by the Germans in occupied countries?
– How were they conducted? Why was the principle of collective responsibility applied?
– What was the reaction of the resistance movement to executions and pacifications conducted
by the German occupier?

Chart 4. COLLABORATION
Unit 1
Philippe Pétain meeting Hitler
in October 1940. Pétain headed
the French Vichy government
which collaborated with
the Germans. His political
cooperation with them resulted
in French non-involvement
in direct military activity yet
involvement in the persecution
and deportation of Jews to
death camps.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-H25217 / CC-BY-SA 3.0

The French police registering
new inmates at the Pithiviers
camp, 1941. This was a transit
camp established by the Vichy
government for French Jews.
The prisoners were then taken
to KL Auschwitz-Birkenau. This
is one of seven concentration
camps situated in France during
the Second World War.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-S69238 / CC-BY-SA 3.0
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A French Milice guard, armed with a hand gun, watching
members of the resistance movement. The Milice française
(French Militia), generally called la Milice, was a political
paramilitary organisation created on 30 January 1943 by
the Vichy regime (with German aid) to help fight against
the French Resistance during the Second World War. It
participated in summary executions and assassinations,
helping to round up Jews and résistants in France for
deportation. The Milice frequently used torture to extract
information or confessions from those whom they
interrogated. The French Resistance considered the Milice
more dangerous than the Gestapo and SS because they
were native Frenchmen who understood local dialects
fluently, had extensive knowledge of the towns and
countryside, and knew local people and informants.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-720-0318-36 / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Vidkun Quisling (in front of the center) at a party event in
the Borre National Park is under a portal that promotes
Germanske SS Norge in 1941. Quisling was a Norwegian
military officer, politician, and a Nazi collaborator who
nominally headed the government of Norway during the
occupation of the country by Nazi Germany. On 9 April
1940, with the German invasion of Norway in progress,
he attempted to seize power in the world’s first radiobroadcast coup d’état, but failed after the Germans
refused to support his government. From 1942 to 1945,
he served as Prime Minister of Norway, heading the
Norwegian state administration jointly with the German
civilian administrator Josef Terboven. His pro-Nazi puppet
government is known as the Quisling regime.
http://www.arkivverket.no/eng/content/view/full/9266

Anton Mussert, leader of the National Socialist Movement
in the Netherlands (NSB), speaking at a rally in The
Hague in October 1941. To the rear are Rijkscommissaris
Arthur Seyss-Inquart, General Hendrik Seyffardt and SS
Obergruppenführer Hanns Albin Rauter. Mussert was
a Dutch politician who co-founded the NSB in 1931.
During the Second World War, he collaborated with the
German occupation government, but was granted little
actual power and held the nominal title of Leider van het
Nederlandse Volk (Dutch: Leader of the Dutch People)
from 1942 onwards. Public domain
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The NSB rally in Amsterdam where Artur Seyss-Inquart
and Anton Mussert spoke about the necessity of invading
the Soviet Union, 27 June 1941. From May 1940 until
July 1944, the Austrian Nazi Seyss-Inquart was the
Reichskommissar for the occupied Netherlands. At the
Nuremberg trials, he was condemned to death for war
crimes and crimes against humanity.
Public domain

Léon Degrelle, leader of Rex and member of the Walloon
Legion fighting alongside the German army on the
Eastern front, pictured in Charleroi in April 1944. Degrelle
saw the Legion as a political tool to gain German support.
Public domain

Cossacks in the Wehrmacht under the
Swastika flag, south-western Soviet Union,
1942. A large numbers of Soviet citizens of
various ethnicities collaborated with Nazi
Germany during the Second World War.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-1975-099-15A / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Bronisław Kaminski with RONA officers and the German
police agreeing on a plan to fight partisans in Belarus,
21 March 1944. The Russian People’s Liberation Army,
RONA, was a collaborating armed formation comprised
of Russians in German service that operated during
the Second World War. Its commander was Bronisław
Kaminski. Over time, he secured better weapons and
equipment as well as uniforms for his units. Kaminski’s
militia numbered nearly 10,000 people grouped in
14 battalions and smaller subunits. They were called the
Russian People’s Liberation Army. Its common name was
also the Russian-German army or the Kaminski Brigade.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-280-1075-15A / Wehmeyer / CC-BY-SA 3.0
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Ukrainian leaders greeting volunteers of the Waffen
SS-Galizien. In the forefront is Major Jewhen Pobihuschy,
head of the Military Administration, 18 July 1943.

SS Galician division’s
recruitment poster, 1943.
Public domain

Public domain

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– What forms of institutional collaboration with the Germans do the examples here present?
Group them by entering appropriate information in the table below.
State -p olitic al
collab orat ion

Ideo lo gic al
co llab o ratio n

M ilitar y
co llab o ratio n

Country

Leader
Political party
or grouping
Armed groups
and formations

– What did collaboration of the French Vichy government entail? To what extent did it prove useful
to the Germans in carrying out their policy of conquering France and Europe?
– How did Vidkun Quisling seize and exercise power in Norway?
– What arguments did the Germans employ to encourage Ukrainian volunteers
to enter the SS Galizien?
– What armed formations collaborating with the Germans appeared in occupied countries?
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S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What were the reasons for institutional collaboration with the Germans during
the Second World War?
– Why was it important for the Germans to secure the cooperation of politicians in occupied countries?
What methods were adopted and in what countries did they prove effective?
– What did state political collaboration with Germans during the Second World War entail?
What forms did it take in specific countries?
– In what country were there no collaborating structures of authority or armed formations?
How can you explain this?
– What was ideological collaboration, also known as collaborationism? List some examples
and consider what effect it had on the attitudes of the public.

Unit 2

Volksdeutsche from Łódź greeting the entering
German cavalry with the Nazi salute, September 1939.
This was the term used for ethnic Germans and people
of German origin residing outside the Third Reich,
i.e. Germany and Austria.

The greeting of German soldiers in Riga, Latvia,
July 1941. City residents were overjoyed when German
forces occupied Riga. People for months suffering from
Soviet terror ran out onto the streets and squares to greet
the German soldiers treated as liberators.

German official photographer - Imperial War Museum id: MH 13110 Public domain

Public domain

Celebrations staged by the Ukrainian minority seeking to create an SS-Galicia
division of volunteers in Lvov in occupied Eastern Poland, April–May 1943. Public domain
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A satirical underground drawing featuring a slogan: ‘Heil Hitler. Only pigs sit in
German cinemas’. In occupied Poland, visits to cinemas were considered an act of
collaboration. This warning was given by The Information Bulletin, the official press
publication of the Home Army, which in 1942 published an article entitled ‘Only Pigs
Sit in Cinemas’. Its aim was to discourage Poles from going to the cinema, used as
a tool for German propaganda. These efforts, nevertheless, had a minimal impact,
which necessitated some more radical measures taken occasionally, for example,
stink bombs were scattered in screening halls.
Public domain

The Apollo Cinema at Three Crosses Square in Warsaw.
Hanging on a building wall is a flag with a swastika
(photo: 1942–1944). Public domain
A Polish resistance poster announcing the execution of several Polish collaborators
and blackmailers, September 1943. Courts imposed the death penalty for the
crimes described in Articles 99–113 of the Polish Penal Code from 1932, laws on
espionage and the Code of May 1940: Anyone who commits the crime of treason,
espionage, provocation, denunciation or inhuman persecution and abuse of the Polish
people is subjected to the death penalty. Judgments were executed by the Civilian
Struggle Directorate (Polish acronym KWC) through special groups appointed by
Home Army units as Reference 993/W, as well as other organisations working with
the KWC. Judicial Commissions of Underground Struggle (imposing the penalty
of infamy, reprimand and warning) were established to adjudicate cases of lesser
gravity. Historians estimate that executioners from the Polish Underground State
carried out approximately 3,500 death penalties during the entire war.
Public domain

A German soldier and a young woman on a carriage ride
around Krakow, 1940. NAC
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German soldiers in the company of French women
in front of the Moulin Rouge in Paris, June 1940.
Bundesarchiv/ Boesig, Heinz / CC-BY-SA
Deutsches Bundesarchiv (German Federal Archive), Bild 101I-129-0480-26

A woman who maintained contacts with Germans
having her hair shaved off. France, 1944 or 1945. In
occupied Europe, shaving women’s heads was a common
punishment for maintaining sexual contacts with
Germans. Collaborators were also brutally dealt with after
the war for their cooperation with the enemy.
Wikimedia Commons

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– Who were the Volksdeutsche? How did they behave when the German army entered?
– Why did the Latvians joyously greet the German troops entering Riga?
– How did the Ukrainians celebrate the formation of the Waffen SS Galizien?
– What examples of collaboration with Germans do the photographs depict?
– How did resistance organisations attempt to counteract collaboration?
– For what acts did the Polish underground sentence collaborators to death?
– How were women punished for sexual contacts with Germans?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– What were individual reasons for cooperation with the Germans?
– What benefits did the Germans draw from this?
– Why did the Germans encourage cooperation of national minorities and ethnic groups?
– How were collaborators punished after the war?
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Chart 5. THE UNDERGROUND AND RESISTANCE MOVEMENT
Unit 1
Organising the ‘February Strike’
in Nazi-occupied Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, 1941.
It was a general strike in the
German-occupied Netherlands,
staged by the then-outlawed
Communist Party of the
Netherlands. The strike was
held in defence of persecuted
Dutch Jews and against the
anti-Jewish measures and
activities of the Nazis in
general. The direct causes were
a series of arrests and pogroms
held by the Germans in the
Jewish quarter of Amsterdam,
Jodenbuurt. It started on
25 February 1941 and lasted for
two days. The ‘February Strike’ is
considered to be the first public
protest against the Nazis in
occupied Europe as well as the
only mass protest against the
deportation of Jews organised
by non-Jews.Public domain

‘Strike’ poster calling on
Dutch workers to halt work,
February 1941. Public domain

During the Second World War,
the Kotwica (Anchor) represented
the Polish Underground State and the
Home Army. It was created in 1942 by
members of the Home Army’s Minor
Sabotage Organisation Wawer as an
easily usable emblem for the Polish
struggle to regain independence.
The initial meaning of the initials PW
was Pomścimy Wawer (We shall avenge
Wawer). This was a reference to the
Wawer Massacre (26–27 December
1939) considered one of the first
large-scale massacres of Polish civilians
by German troops in occupied Poland.
At first, Polish scouts from sabotage
groups painted the whole phrase upon
walls. However, it was soon abbreviated
to the letters PW, which over time
came to symbolise the phrase Polska
Walcząca (Fighting Poland).
Warsaw Uprising Museum
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Warsaw, 1941–1944, a drawing of a swastika hanging from
gallows by a member of the Minor Sabotage Organisation
Wawer. Minor sabotage (little sabotage or small sabotage)
during the Second World War in Nazi-occupied Poland
(1939–45) was any underground resistance operation that
involved a disruptive but relatively minor and non-violent
form of defiance, such as the painting of graffiti, the
manufacture of fake documents, the disrupting of German
propaganda campaigns, and the like. It was done mainly
to show Polish civilians that the resistance remained
active, and thus bolster civilian morale, and to wear down
the German occupier.

A photograph from the time of the German occupation
of Warsaw. The sign ’We will avenge Pawiak‘ and
the Fighting Poland symbol, known as the anchor,
painted on a hoarding on a building at Słowackiego
St. Pawiak was a prison compound in Warsaw, the
largest one in occupied Poland and also a symbol of
German oppression. According to historians’ estimates,
approximately 100,000 people passed through Pawiak
between 2 October 1939 and 21 August 1944 of whom
approximately 37,000 were murdered and approximately
60,000 deported in 95 transports to concentration camps,
other imprisonment units or for forced labour.
Warsaw Rising Museum

Warsaw, 1941–1944, a drawing of a turtle
as a reflection of the Civil Struggle slogan
‘Poles, work slowly’ by a member of the
Minor Sabotage Organisation Wawer. It
grouped Boy Scouts and was tasked with
making civilians aware of the existence of
the underground and its activity.

A slogan ’For Germans only’
publicly displayed on public
transport and in restaurants and
parks in occupied Poland, painted
by saboteurs, here on a lamppost
in Warsaw, may suggest hanging
German Nazis there.

Warsaw Rising Museum

Public domain
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Recollections of Józef
Karlikowski:

Minor sabotage involved the hanging of various posters, circulating
various leaflets ridiculing the Germans as well as German language
leaflets during Operation N and the demolishing of Meinl stores, which
I still remember very well. We carried out the order to smash windows in
the ‘Nur für Deutsche store’ and made a mess, because, after all, nothing
else could be done and we did this on Puławska St [...]. Obviously, this
entailed a huge risk and, moreover, it must be stated that teenagers
have their own ideas, irrespective of orders from above. Therefore, still
within the limits of minor sabotage, there was a campaign to secure
arms, because we wanted arms, after all. If someone says that he was
only engaged in minor sabotage and never went out anywhere (i.e.
outside the range), it is somewhat strange because then it is unknown
what he actually did. However, we, the group, took active part in various
additional [actions] that fell outside the scope of Wawer’s activity and
minor sabotage.
Warsaw Rising Museum
https://www.1944.pl/archiwum-historii-mowionej/tytus-jozef-karlikowski,1246.html

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– When did the February strike take place in Amsterdam? Who organised it and why?
– Was the intended goal achieved? What was its significance?
– What anti-Hitler symbols and slogans did members of the resistance movement paint on walls of
buildings and hoardings during the occupation? What did they signify and why were they painted?
– How does Józef Karlikowski describe actions taken as minor sabotage? Who directed these actions?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– How could people in occupied Europe protest against policies of the Germans?
– Why were strikes not possible in all countries of occupied Europe?
– What was minor sabotage? What were its forms and purposes?
– In what occupied countries was it carried out?
– What penalties were imposed for minor sabotage?
– What was its significance in the struggle against the occupier?

Unit 2
In the forests between Radków and Krasów, the
2nd Infantry Regiment of the Home Army Legions
repelled German attacks supported by tanks and
aircraft during the entire day of 26 September
1944. During the Second World War, the Polish
resistance movement commenced its activity
almost immediately after regular military activity
had ceased. Also from the very start, one of the
forms of its struggle was armed combat. The main
resistance movement organisation was the Home
Army, with approximately 350,000 members.
Alongside it were other organisations of the armed
Polish underground, e.g. the People’s Army or the
Peasant Battalions estimated to have numbered
approximately 300,000 members.
Jan Jakóbiec, J. Jakóbiec, R. Wójcikowski, We, Home Army soldiers,
Warsaw 1992
https://ipn.gov.pl/strony-zewnetrzne/wystawy/akcja_burza/html/galeria.
html?przegladarka_zdjec=-0
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Partisans from the 6th Company of the 2nd Infantry
Regiments of the Home Army Legions in a battle
with a Hungarian infantry brigade, Tomecki
forest, 25 August 1944.
Jan Jakóbiec, J. Jakóbiec, R. Wójcikowski,
We, Home Army soldiers, Warsaw, 1992.

A partisan unit of the 27th Wołyń Infantry Division of the
Home Army with between 6,000 and 7,000 soldiers.
It was established in Volhynia (Polish Wołyń) in January
1944 as part of Operation Tempest (Burza), a military
action organised and carried out by Home Army units
against the German army in the final phase of the
occupation immediately prior to the entry of the Red
Army. The execution of Operation Tempest commenced
in Volhynia on 15 January 1944. In March 1944, units
of the 27th Infantry Division of the Home Army found
themselves in a zone at the front and with the help of
Soviet forces engaged in heavy battles for Kovel with
regular German army units.
A photograph from the collections of the World Association
of Home Army Soldiers, Volhynia district
https://ipn.gov.pl/strony-zewnetrzne/wystawy/akcja
_burza/html/galeria.html?przegladarka_zdjec=-0

A group of mounted scouts from the 5th Brigade
of the Vilnius Home Army, also known as the Death
Brigade. During the German occupation, it operated in
exceptionally difficult conditions by facing three enemies,
i.e. Germans, their Lithuanian allies, as well as Soviet
partisans. In July 1944, the brigade had
approximately 500 fighters.

The 2nd Company of the 4th Battalion of the
77th Infantry Regiment of the Home Army.
Women soldiers also served in underground
armed organisations as nurses or messengers.
From the collection of the Home Army Museum, the Vilnius
District of the Home Army codenamed Wiano

From the collection of the World Association
of Home Army Soldiers, Vilnius district
https://ipn.gov.pl/strony-zewnetrzne/wystawy/
akcja_burza/html/plansza129c.html
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A testimony of Chaim
Rabinowicz:

On the anniversary of the liquidation of the Mir ghetto, we blew up a
train of Germans. I myself received medals of excellence: a Soviet battle
order of the Red Banner, a Soviet Order of the Red Star and a partisan
medal. A Jewish girl named Miri Nilimowska from Mir blew up 17 trains.
She was a hero in battle and evacuated many of the injured from the
battlefields…. Her first aim – to avenge her Jewish brothers and sisters.
There were many Jews like that among the partisans.
Yad Vashem Archives, M.49E/365

Partisans in the forest
near Polotsk, Byelorussian
SSR, September 1943.
The partisan on the left is
carrying what appears to be
a Soviet submachine gun. His
companion is equipped with a
Mosin rifle, a German bayonet/
dagger and two grenades.
There were numerous partisan
movements in occupied Belarus,
Ukraine as well as eastern and
southern territories of occupied
Poland. Data on their size differ
and ranges from 250,000 to
700,000 members. These units
worked with the Red Army
behind the front.
Public domain

Yugoslav partisans of the 7th
Vojvodina Brigade entering liberated
Novi Sad, 1944. In September 1944,
the Novi Sad Partisans assisted the
Soviet Red Army as they entered
Vojvodina during the Belgrade
Offensive military operation against
the Axis troops in Serbia, a move
which severely weakened and
drove out a great deal of German
and Hungarian forces from the
region. Finally, on 23 October 1944,
the city of Novi Sad was liberated
from Hungarian Axis control, with
the Novi Sad Partisan Detachment
being one of the first units to enter
the city. The partisan movement in
Yugoslavia (National Army for the
Liberation of Yugoslavia) fought
against the occupiers (German
and Italian) as well as the Croatian
Ustashe and Serbian Chetniks. The
data on the size of this movement
differs and ranges from 400,000 to
800,000 members.
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The resistance movement in Nord Pas de Calais
sabotaging a railway line. The French Resistance (French:
La Résistance) was a collection of French movements that
fought against the Nazi German occupation of France
and the collaborationist Vichy regime during the Second
World War. Resistance cells were small groups of armed
men and women (called Maquis in rural areas) who, in
addition to their guerrilla warfare activities, were also
publishers of underground newspapers, providers of firsthand intelligence information and maintainers of escape
networks that helped Allied soldiers and airmen trapped
behind enemy lines.
http://vhennique.free.fr/_pages_marie/actes%20de%20resistance.htm

Members of the Maquis in La Trésorerie near Boulognesur-Mer, France, 14 September 1944. Public domain

Simone Segouin (Nicole Minet), a French partisan
who captured 25 Nazis in the Chartres area
(August 1944). Among her first acts of resistance
was stealing a bicycle from a German female
military messenger, which she then used to help
carry messages. She went on to take part in
large-scale or otherwise perilous missions, such as
capturing German troops, derailing trains and acts
of sabotage. Public domain

US Boeing B-17 Flying Fortresses
dropping supplies to the Maquis
in the Vercors, 1944.
Public domain
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Truus Oversteegen (second from
the left), a member of the antiNazi Dutch armed resistance.
She joined up at 16 along with
her younger sister, Freddi. She
performed many resistance
activities, helping refugees and
Jews, handing out leaflets and
later carrying out sabotage and
assassinations.
Dagospia (https://historycollection.com/
the-gutsy-teenage-oversteegen-sisters-killednazis-during-wwii/3/)
Public domain

Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– How did the Polish resistance movement evolve? What was the name of its main armed organisation?
What distinguished it from other resistance movements in occupied countries?
– What was the nature and organisational structure of the French resistance movement?
How did its members fight and against whom? Where did the French partisans find weapons?
– What was the characteristic feature of the Soviet resistance movement? Why were
many Soviet partisans Jews?
– What was the contribution of Yugoslav partisans to the liberation of Novi Sad?
– Did women fight in the armed resistance movement? If so, cite several examples
and state how they distinguished themselves.

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– In what German-occupied countries of Europe did armed resistance movements appear?
– Where was it the strongest one and why? What affected its evolution?
– Where did the partisans secure arms and food? What was the attitude towards them
of people from surrounding villages?
– What did the Germans do to captured partisans? Did they treat them as prisoners of war?

Unit 3
Home Army soldiers Henryk
Ożarek ‘Henio‘ (left) holding
a Vis pistol and Tadeusz
Przybyszewski ’Roma‘ (right)
firing a Błyskawica submachine
gun, from the Anna Company
of the Gustaw Battalion fighting
on Kredytowa St-Królewska
St, 3 October 1944. The use of
pistols in street battles indicates
that the rebels were very poorly
equipped in weapons.
Public domain/ Wiesław Chrzanowski - Jerzy
Piórkowski (1957) Miasto Nieujarzmione [The
invincible city], Warsaw: Iskry, p. 199.
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Young Warsaw Rising soldiers
from theRadosław Regiment
after several hours marching
through sewers from Krasiński
Square to Warecka St in the
central quarter of Śródmieście
, the early morning of
2 September 1944. The boy
wearing a helmet is Tadeusz
Rajszczak ‘Maszynka’ from the
Miotła Battalion.
Public domain/ Jerzy Tomaszewski - Jerzy
Tomaszewski (1979) Epizody Powstania
Warszawskiego [Episodes of the Warsaw
Rising], Warsaw: Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza
Anna Świrszczyńska ‘Świr’ (1984) Budowałam
Barykadę [I was building a barricade], Krakow:
Wydawnictwo Literackie, p. 35

Warsaw Uprising: On August
28 Prudential building was
hit by 2-ton mortar shell from
Mörser Karl. View from roof of
a house at Kopernika Street 28.
Public domain

A testimony of Zdzisław
Rytel:

Warsaw Old Town. After the Warsaw Rising, 85%
of the city was deliberately destroyed by the German forces.
Public domain/ Public domain/M.Świerczyński - Stanisław Jankowski, Adolf Ciborowski
Warszawa 1945 i dziś [Warsaw in 1945 and today], Wydawnictwo Interpress, Warsaw 1971,
p. 66 Wiesław Głębocki; Karol Mórawski (1985) Kultura Walcząca 1939– 1945 [The fighting
culture 1939–1945], Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Interpress, p.64

When the Warsaw Rising broke out, I was in my house at 49, Odyńca St.
From the beginning of the Rising until 26 September 1944, the area of
my house was in the hands of insurgents. Already in the first week of
the Rising, a sort of demarcation line [...] .
In the very first days of the Rising I encountered two Poles who had
escaped from the Mokotów prison. They told me that on the prison
premises, the SS-men murdered almost all prisoners in groups. Few
people managed to survive. Unfortunately I do not know the surnames
of my interlocutors, or rather informers, who witnessed the execution
in the Mokotów prison.
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Shortly after this incident, I encountered an unknown man who had
witnessed an execution at Olesińska St, committed on the civilians
from that street by SS-men and ‘Vlasovtsy’ [Russian Liberation Army
members]. The German soldiers herded the civilians into the basement
of one of the houses at Olesińska St, planning to cause a concurrent
explosion of several explosives and in effect bring about the collapse of
the house and bury the civilians under the rubble. This plan, however,
worked out partially, as not all the explosives went off, and some
people whom the German soldiers had condemned to death managed
to survive.
Until 26 September, the area of Odyńca St was under heavy fire, which
resulted in many casualties.
On 26 September, the insurgents retreated under a ferocious German
assault, carried out from the direction of Niepodległości Ave, and
stopped at the line of Krasickiego St. The area of my house, delineated
by Niepodległości Ave – Odyńca St – Krasickiego St, was seized by
SS detachments of some armoured unit, if I am not mistaken. They
entered our area from the west. I know that at the same time they had
been attacking also from the south, along Puławska St.
IPN GK 182/48; https://www.zapisyterroru.pl/dlibra/

The Slovak National Uprising. Slovak mutineer forces in
1944. The 18th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battery that took
part in the Slovak National Uprising in autumn 1944.
The Slovak National Uprising was an armed insurrection
organised by the Slovak resistance movement
(represented mainly by the members of the Democratic
Party, but also by Social Democrats and Communists). It
was launched on 29 August 1944 from Banská Bystrica
in an attempt to resist German troops that had occupied
Slovak territory and to overthrow the collaborationist
government of Jozef Tiso. The Uprising continued until
the Red Army, Czechoslovak Army and Romanian Army
entered Slovakia in 1945.
Public domain/Pavel Pelech – author’s archive

A convoy of Slovak army vehicles near
Kelemeš (today part of Prešov) during
the Slovak National Uprising.
Public domain
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A testimony of Jaroslav
Fabok, who took part in the
Slovak National Uprising
as an interpreter; he joined
the partisan brigade Pavel
led by Grznár, where Capt.
Trojan played an important
role. Captured in the
village of Tužiná near
Nemecké Pravno and driven
to Prievidza, he was
later transferred to an
internment camp in Nitra.

They captured us in Tužiná near Nemecké Pravno. The weather was
foggy and as we went along that back road, we saw almost nothing.
We were captured by so-called native Germans. It was very dangerous,
because when they saw us, they surrounded us and began shooting.
There was no way out, they were superior in number. And we were
fortunate, because when they took us to the village and wanted to
shoot us down near the brook as some partisans, you know, I had
my card hidden in the lining of my boot. Moreover, we wore military
uniforms and some of us were soldiers indeed. Some lieutenant or first
lieutenant of German army saved us. He protected us even with the gun
and said: ‘No way, they had to be committed for trial.’ They opposed. But
they could do nothing. So the next day he ordered some soldiers who
guarded us in the barn to drive us to Nemecké Pravno. In Nemecké
Pravno they founded out that it is not enough, so they transported us
to some headquarters staff, to German army unit in Prievidza. They held
us in our cells for two days and then, interrogations followed. And it was
Sod’s Law. A former teacher was there as an interpreter, well, previously
we had been in the same crew, but he was a kind of ‘leftist’. And when
he spotted me, he immediately knew that I joined the Uprising as an
interpreter. They interrogated all the other prisoners. I was probably
the fourth or fifth one and he wanted to say something. Then I said
to myself: ‘It is over now.’ But right at that moment the telephone
rang. It was so interesting. He answered it and suddenly he sprang to
attention. ‘Ja, ja, ja,’ he said in German and rang off. ‘Stop everything,’
and they suddenly went away. Something like that happened, so they
didn’t interrogate me there, because even that evening they took and
drove us to the internment camp in Nitra.
https://www.upn.gov.sk/en/jaroslav-fabok-1921/

French resistants firing in
a skirmish during the Paris
uprising. A screenshot from La
Liberation de Paris, 1 September
1944) was a military battle that
took place from 19 August
1944 until the German garrison
surrendered the French
capital on 25 August 1944.
The liberation began when the
French Forces of the Interior (the
military structure of the French
Resistance) staged an uprising
against the German garrison
upon the approach of the
US Third Army led by General
George Patton.
Public domain
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Crowds of French patriots line
the Champs Elysees to view Free
French tanks and halftracks of
General Leclerc’s 2nd Armoured
Division pass through the Arc
du Triomphe, after Paris was
liberated on 26 August 1944.
United States Federal Government
(REPOSITORY: Library of Congress Prints
and Photographs Division Washington, D.C.
20540 USA). Edited by User: Aqwis. - Image:
Paris1944.jpg

A report from the TIME’s
war correspondent Charles
Christian Wertenbaker
captured the charged spirit
of the moment:

I have seen the faces of young people in love and the faces of old
people at peace with their God. I have never seen in any face such joy
as radiated from the faces of the people of Paris this morning. This is no
day for restraint, and I could not write with restraint if I wanted to. Your
correspondent and your photographer Bob Capa drove into Paris with
eyes that would not stay dry, and we were no more ashamed of it than
were the people who wept as they embraced us.
We had spent the night at General Leclerc’s command post, six miles
from Paris on the Orleans-Paris road. Here the last German resistance
outside Paris was being slowly reduced, while inside the city the
Germans and the F.F.I [the French Forces of the Interior the military
structure of the French Resistance], fought a bitter battle that had
already lasted six days. Late in the afternoon a French cub plane flew
in 50 yards above the Cathedral of Notre Dame, on the He de la Cite
where the F.F.I, had its headquarters, and dropped a message which
said simply: ‘Tomorrow we come’.
https://time.com/3973970/paris-liberation-history/

“American soldiers watch as
the Tricolor flies from the Eiffel
Tower again.” Wikipedia
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Ex er c ises:
Lo o k a t the p h o t o g r a p h s , re ad t h e t ext
and a ns we r t h e f o l l o w i n g q u e st ion s:

– Who were the Warsaw insurgents? How were they armed and uniformed?
What can you say on this basis about their chances of victory?
– How did the insurgents move between the city quarters?
– How did the Old Town look after the Warsaw Rising? Who turned it into rubble?
– How does Zdzisław Rytel recall the first days of the Warsaw Rising? How did the Germans and
Vlasov units treat the city’s civilian population? How was Włodzimierz Izak able to avoid death?
– What role did Jaroslav Fabok play in the Slovak uprising? How was his unit taken captive?
Who saved him from execution? What was the further fate of the captured Slovak partisans?
– How did the Time correspondent Charles Christian report on the battle for Paris
and the meeting of American soldiers and city residents?

S ea rc h fo r a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m at ion an d t h in k :

– In what countries of occupied Europe did armed uprisings against the Germans take place?
– When did the Warsaw Rising take place? Who organised it and for what purpose?
What was its course and impact on the population of the city and Poland?
– When did the Slovak national uprising take place and why? What was its course and outcome?
– In what circumstances did the Paris uprising take place? Who took part and how did it end?
– Compare the actions of the Allies in relation to the Warsaw, Paris and Slovak uprisings?
Did their support or lack thereof affect their outcomes?
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